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Abstract In this work we investigate the transition from
kinks to compactons at high temperatures. We deal with a
family of models, described by a real scalar field with stan-
dard kinematics, controlled by a single parameter, real and
positive. The family of models supports kink-like solutions,
and the solutions tend to become compact when the param-
eter increases to larger and larger values. We study the one-
loop corrections at finite temperature, to see how the thermal
effects add to the effective potential. The results suggest that
the symmetry is restored at very high temperatures.
1 Introduction
Topological defects are of current interest and have attracted
a great deal of attention in high energy physics [1–3] and
in other areas of nonlinear science; see, e.g., Refs. [4–12].
Among them, the simplest topological structures are kinks,
which appear in models described by real scalar fields in
(1, 1) spacetime dimensions. They can be embedded in (3, 1)
spacetime dimensions as domain walls, and usually they
evolve under standard kinematics, subject to a potential that
develops spontaneous symmetry breaking.
Under specific conditions, another kind of kink-like
defect, called compacton, appears in models with general-
ized kinematics that include a nonlinear dispersion [13–20].
These structures are nontrivial configurations with compact
support, and have been studied in distinct contexts in [21–35].
In particular, in Ref. [35] one shows how a kink-like solu-
tion can be transformed into a compact structure, driven by a
single parameter, even though the model engenders standard
kinematics.
Motivated by this fact, in the current work we are inter-
ested to study how the compact structure is impacted by the
presence of quantum corrections. The idea was advanced in
[36], where the one-loop shift of the energy of a compacton
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was calculated in a model with modified kinematics. Here,
however, we study a model first introduced in [35], with stan-
dard kinematics. Due to the standard kinematics, we could
calculate the one-loop correction to get to the effective poten-
tial following the usual route. In this sense, the present inves-
tigation is indirect, since we will study the effective potential
instead of the effective action. However, if the thermal effects
are suitable to restore the symmetry at some critical tempera-
ture Tc, the system cannot support defect structure anymore,
when the temperature is higher than or equal to the critical
one.
As one knows, in the standard scenario [37,38], the high
temperature effects allows the symmetry restoration, lead-
ing to a phase transition where topological structures appear
below the critical temperature. Although this is the gen-
eral wisdom, there are models where the symmetry is never
restored [39,40], implying the absence of phase transition at
high temperatures. So, it is of current interest to study how
the thermal effects act to control the smooth transition that
changes the kink into a compact structure.
To ease the investigation, we organize the work as follows.
In the next section, we briefly review models of a single real
scalar field and in Sect. 3 we describe the connection between
kinks and compactons. In Sect. 4 we develop the procedure
to obtain the effective potential in the high temperature limit,
and we study how it behaves in the compact limit. As far as
we can see, the present calculations provide the first results
to suggest how compact kinks behave at finite temperature.
We end the work including our comments and conclusions
in Sect. 5.
2 Generalities
We start our investigation from the general Lagrange density





μφ − V (φ), (1)
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where V (φ) is a potential which specifies self-interactions
of the scalar field. Our notation is usual: we consider natural
units h¯ = c = 1, and work in the four-dimensional space-
time with the metric (+,−,−,−). In this case, the scalar
field has dimension of energy, and the spacetime coordinates
have dimension inverse of energy. For simplicity, we rede-
fine the field and the spacetime coordinates to make them
dimensionless. We now suppose that φ = φ(x, t) to find the









We search for defect structures, considering potentials that
can be written as V (φ) = (1/2)Wφ2, where Wφ = dW/dφ
and W = W (φ) is a smooth function of the scalar field. We
suppose that the scalar field is static, φ = φ(x), and so the








In fact, there are two equations, and this is controlled by the
sign of W , which does not modify the theory, but changes
the first-order equation. Each equation has one solution, and
the solution is such that φ(x → ∞) and φ(x → −∞) are
neighbor minima of the potential; also, the derivative of the
solution vanishes asymptotically.
We can also check that each pair of neighbors minima
φ¯a and φ¯b of the potential describes a topological sec-
tor with minimum energy given by E = |W |, where
W = W (φ¯a)−W (φ¯b). Thus, we may get the energy of the
solution even without knowing the solution explicitly.
Another important feature to be studied in order to evalu-
ate quantum effects is the linear stability of the solutions,
which exposes the behavior of the static field when sub-
mitted to small fluctuations. Consider a perturbation of the
type φ(x, t) = φ(x) + ηn(x)cos(ωnt), where φ(x) is the
static solution. Substituting this into (2) and expanding up
to first-order in η(x, t) we get a Schrödinger-like equation






ηn(x) = ω2nηn(x), (5)
where
U (x) = W 2φφ + WφWφφφ (6)
has to be calculated at the static solution, φ = φ(x). We can
also write the Hamiltonian as H = A† A, in terms of the
operators
A† = − d
dx
− Wφφ and A = d
dx
− Wφφ.
This shows that H is non-negative. Thus, the solution of the
first-order equation (4) is classically or linearly stable.
3 From kinks to compactons
The very important model that exhibit spontaneous symmetry
breaking is the φ4 theory. The potential can be written as
V (φ) = 1
2
(1 − φ2)2, (7)
where we are using dimensionless units for the field and
the space and time coordinates, as already mentioned. This
model has minima φ¯± = ±1 and mass m2 = 4. The topo-
logical solution connecting the two minima is the kink-like
solution given by φ(x) = tanh(x), with energy E = 4/3 and
energy density of the form
ρ(x) = sech4(x). (8)
The stability potential results in the well-known modified
Poeschl–Teller potential [41,42]
U (x) = 4 − 6 sech2(x). (9)
This potential has the zero mode with energy E0 = 0, and
one excited state with E1 = 3. Also, there is an uncountable
number of (non localized) states with energy E ≥ 4.
An alternative to obtain compact kinks through the scalar










with V (φ) given by Eq. (7). Here the equation of motion for






= −φ(1 − φ2). (11)
For this model we have the compact-like solution φ(x) =
sin(x) for −π/2 ≤ x ≤ π/2, φ(x) = −1 for x < −π/2, and
φ(x) = 1 for x > π/2. The energy density isρ(x) = cos4(x)
in the interval −π/2 ≤ x ≤ π/2 and it vanishes outside this
compact interval. By integration of ρ(x) in all space we get
the energy E = 3π/8. In this situation, the compact kink is
stable with stability potential given by
U (x) = −4 + 2 sec2 (x) (12)
for −π/2 ≤ x ≤ π/2, and it is infinite for |x | > π/2. Here,
all the states are bound states, and the corresponding ener-
gies are En = √n(n + 4), for n = 0, 1, 2, . . .. We then see
that standard kinks and compact kinks appear from distinct
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Fig. 1 The potential described by Eq. (13), depicted with the black
(dotted), green (dotted-dashed), red (dashed), and blue (solid) lines
for α = 0, 2, 6, 40, respectively, showing how it behaves as one
increases α
physical contexts, so it is of current interest to further exam-
ine how the compact structures behave beyond the classical
level.
Other studies revealed other possible routes to find com-
pact solutions; see, e.g., Refs. [30–35]. In particular, in
Ref. [35] one developed a class of models that smoothly con-
vert kinks into compactons using standard kinematics. This










V (φ) − 1
)
, (13)
with V (φ) given by (7). This is a non-negative potential
including two degenerate ground states φ¯± = ±1. Here α
is a positive real parameter that control the transformation of
kinks into compactons. We illustrate this model depicting the
potential (13) in Fig. 1 for some values on α. We also used
α = 100 and 1000, but they gives practically the same curve
we have for α = 40, so we omitted them there.
The equation of motion is
d2φ
dx2
= 1 + α/2√




This equation is solved numerically and solutions are
depicted in Fig. 2 for several values of α, with the two vertical
gray lines showing the values x = ±π/2. It is remarkable
that the solution tends to become compact as α increases to
larger and larger values. The second derivative of the poten-
tial (13) is
Fig. 2 The kink-like solution φ(x), depicted as in Fig. 1, showing how




= 1 + α/2[
1 + 4α (1 + α2 ) V (φ)]1/2
d2V
dφ2
− 2α(1 + α/2)
2
[






It gives the (squared) mass at the two minima, m2α = 4+2α,
which increases linearly with α. We recall from [35] that one
needs that the mass increases to larger and larger values to
make the solution compact. Also, for α very large (1/α  1)
we can expand the potential (13) to get
Vα(φ) =
√
V (φ)/2 + 1
2α
(√
2V (φ) − 1
)
+ O(α−2). (16)




|1 − φ2|. (17)
The kink described by Vc(φ) has a compact behavior, that is,
φ(x) = sin(x) for |x | ≤ π/2, φ(x) = −1 for x < −π/2
and φ(x) = 1 for x > π/2. The energy density has the form
ρc(x) = cos2(x) when |x | ≤ π/2, and it vanishes outside
this compact interval. So we get the energy Ec = π/2.
In contrast, for small values of α the potential becomes
Vα(φ) = V (φ) + α
2
V (φ) (1 − 2V (φ)) + O(α2). (18)
In the limit α → 0 we get back to φ4 model (7) which
supports the standard kink.
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Although the above results are known, they are important
and will guide us toward the next investigation, where we
concentrate on the effective potential at finite temperature.
4 Thermal effects
Let us now examine the effective potential, that is, the thermal
effects at one-loop level for the model under investigation,
described by the classical potential (13). We follow the stan-
dard route [37,38]. We first of all note from (16) and (18) that
the one-loop corrections make sense for α = 0, and also, for
larger and larger values; so, in this section we investigate the
thermal effects for α = 0 and for α ≥ 20.
Toward this goal, it is convenient to introduce the gener-
ating functional







with a source term J and the action S[φ] = ∫ d4xL. This
gives the n-point Green functions written as
g(n)(x1, . . . , xn) = 1
in
δn Z [J ]




For our objective only connected Green’s functions are
important, and they can be derived from the functional
W [J ] = −i lnZ [J ]. To examine quantum effects we must
work in terms of the effective action, the generating func-
tional of one particle irreducible Green’s functions, [φc],
defined as
[φc] = W [J ] −
∫
d4x J (x)φc(x), (21)
with φc(x) = δW [J ]/δ J (x) known as classical field that,
when evaluated at J = 0, results in the vacuum expectation
value of the field φ¯, which engenders translational invariance.
These conditions allow us to introduce the effective potential
through
[φ¯] = −Veff(φ¯), (22)
where  is the spacetime volume.
The correction to the effective potential at one-loop level
in Euclidean momentum space is given by





ln[k2 + V ′′α (φ)], (23)
where V ′′α (φ) = d2Vα/dφ2; here and below we omit the bar
in the scalar field, for simplicity. Finite temperature effects


















We implement the sum to obtain the finite temperature con-
tribution











The integration above can be achieved approximately, in the
high temperature limit T 	 m. In this case, the effective
potential becomes
Veff(φ) = Vα(φ) + T
2
24
V ′′α (φ). (26)









V (φ) − 1
)
, (27)
where λ is a constant that indicates the strength of self-
interactions, the mass is then modified and becomes m2α =
λ(4 + 2α), so the corresponding validity limit of the approx-
imation is λ(4 + 2α)/T 2  1. We use this and furthermore,
for clarity, instead of (26) we modify the effective potential
to write
Ueff(φ) = Veff(φ) − Veff(0). (28)
It obeys Ueff(0) = 0 and helps us to better understand how
the thermal effects contribute at high temperatures.
Here we are working in (3, 1) spacetime dimensions.
Hence, the potential may not be of interest for small values
of α, just because the theory can become nonrenormalizable,
unless α = 0. On the other hand, we can work with large α
in a manner consistent with the compact limit.
We want to explore how the finite temperature effects
changes the symmetry breaking process for the model under
consideration. Thus, in Fig. 3 we display the effective poten-
tial obtained in (28) for some values of α and T . These param-
eters should be chosen in a way that makes the approach
consistent. The top panel shows, for α = 0, the well-known
phase transition that eliminate the spontaneous symmetry
breaking, at a given critical temperature, in the φ4 theory.
Otherwise, for α large enough, in the bottom panel one
depicts the effective potential Ueff(φ) for several distinct val-
ues of T . The behavior suggests that the symmetry is restored
at very high temperatures. This behavior can also be seen in
Fig. 4, where we depict the minimum of the potential as a









In Fig. 4, the dotted-line segments indicates the region where
the high temperature (T 	 m) may not be reliable. From
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Fig. 3 The effective potential described by Eq. (28), depicted in the top
panel for α = 0, showing the classical potential (dotted, black line), and
the effective potential for T = 1.5 (dotted-dashed, green line), T = 2.0
(dashed, red line) and T = 2.5 (solid, blue line). In the bottom panel it
is depicted for α = 20, for the classical potential (dotted, black line),
and for T = 20 (dotted-dashed, green line), T = 42 (dashed, red line)
and T = 50 (solid, blue line)
the behaviors depicted in Figs. 3 and 4, we note that the
symmetry is restored at very high temperatures, and that the
critical temperature Tc increases as the parameterα increases.
Fig. 4 The behavior of the minimum of the effective potential (top
panel) and the effective mass (29) (bottom panel), depicted as a function
of the temperature, with the dotted-dashed (green), dashed (red), and
solid (blue) lines representing the cases α = 20, 40, and 60, respectively
In fact, we have found a linear relation between α and the
critical temperature; it is given by
Tc = 2α + 2. (30)
This result was obtained analytically, as follows: the behav-
ior of the potential depicted in Fig. 3 shows that the local
maximum at φ = 0 changes to become a minimum as the
temperature increases from values below the critical tempera-
ture to higher ones, above Tc. One then uses U ′′eff(φ = 0) = 0
to get to Eq. (30). In the case α = 0 the critical temperature
is Tc = 2, and for α = 20 it is Tc = 42, as shown in Figs. 3
and 4.
5 Comments and conclusions
In this work, we investigated a model described by a real
scalar field with standard kinematics. We considered a poten-
tial controlled by a single parameter, α, which can be used to
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describe the smooth modification of defect solutions, chang-
ing kinks into compact structures.
At the quantum level, we studied the thermal effects, inves-
tigating how the temperature-dependent one-loop corrections
contribute to the effective potential. The results appear to be
consistent for larger values of α, and they suggest that the
symmetry is restored at high temperatures, with the critical
temperature Tc(α) presenting a linear relation with α, which
control the compact limit.
Strictly speaking, the compact structure appears in the
limit 1/α → 0. However, the one-loop corrections to the
effective potential seem to be reliable for larger values of α,
with the critical temperature Tc = 2α+2 leading to symme-
try restoration at high temperature. In this sense, the results
of the work suggest that although kinks and compact kinks
appear from distinct physical contexts, their finite tempera-
ture effects act similarly, allowing for symmetry restoration
at very high temperatures.
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